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- a  project that turns a crisis into an opportunity 

- combining the strengths and symbolisms of myth, technology and art  

- based on an innovative, interdisciplinary, alliance of partners

an original -global- awareness raising approach 



why Delos / the Myth
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June 2021• the mythical birth place of twin gods Apollo and Artemis, the 
small rocky island that rose from the waters to provide them with shelter. 

• a strong example of the birth, rise and fall of civilisations. Once, thriving 
with life, allowing the worship of all gods, the place where east and west 
met, an important cosmopolitan and commercial centre, a slaves trade 
market, a cultural centre, now a place of notable ruins threatened to 
disappear again under the waters… Delos A-delos 
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Technology / the triggering point - an opportunity
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NASA named in 1961 its first moon mission Apollo and 60 years later it is Artemis’ turn to 
bring the first astronaut woman to the moon.  From the, now, barren lands of Delos to the 
barren landscapes of the moon, Artemis and Apollo, gods of nature and light respectively, 
can become the inspiring forces for a sustainable future.  

• space science and technology has the capacity to assist to the protection and 
regeneration of our planet. 

• space expeditions allow us to experience the overview effect and realise the 
beauty, oneness and fragility of our planet. 

• the space industry gives us access to a global audience, through its huge 
communication power. 



The arts and in particular music have the power to emotionally engage and mobilise. In 
Delos, birthplace of the god of music and harmony, we will organise emblematic events that 
will combine the strengths of myth, art and technology to sensitise a worldwide audience, 
offering a call to action: 

• Cutting edge performances that will be hosted annually during the Delia Festival, in 
the month of June, but also throughout the year following NASA’s Artemis mission calendar.  

• Dialogues on the most critical topics between artists, scientists, philosophers and 
activists. 

• Working groups connecting humans from different parts of the planet who develop different 
interdisciplinary projects for sustainability. 

culture / the universal vehicle



the web of life 
-interconnectedness and balance-

• Humanity is urgently looking for solutions. The importance of ancestral philosophical 
wisdom “nothing in excess”, “know thyself”, “the golden mean” is more current than ever. 

• It is important to acknowledge our ancestors’ relation to nature. One of respect and deep 
interconnectedness, one which is still present in indigenous practices. 

• Many civilisations collapsed due to the excess extraction and exhaustion of their local 
resources. Today, we don't have the luxury to relocate, as they did, to another place. Where 
will climate refugees go? where will we all go if we completely destroy our planet? 

• The climate crisis will require  much more than a technocratic, science-based, technological 
approach. It reflects a civilisational crisis. This is about values, ethics and the meaning 
of life. 



the quest for a life-affirming civilisation
• We urgently have to protect our cultural heritage  
as it is our guiding light for the future 
  
• By doing so we protect the memory  
and memory is important to avoid the same mistakes,  
help us design a better and safer future for all.  

• We need to reconsider our current way of life based on extraction and excess. 
Reflect on how to collectively create a life affirming civilisation 

 
The time has come for the 2 AI’s to meet. 
Artificial Intelligence must meet the first AI-Ancestral 
Intelligence in our urgent quest for wisdom.
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